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Magneto-mechanical detection and control of the nanoscale Barkhausen effect1

MARK FREEMAN2, University of Alberta and National Inst. for Nanotechnology, Edmonton, Canada

Developments in nano- and spin mechanics are driving a resurgence of interest in mechanical approaches to magnetome-
try. Torque methods for measurement of quasi-static magnetization or detection of spin dynamics can very fruitfully be
miniaturized for application to individual magnetic nanostructures, and are complementary to magnetic force microscopy
and related techniques [1]. We report a complete study of the Barkhausen effect in torsional magnetometry measurements
of a micromagnetic disk. The discovery of Barkhausen noise in 1919 [2] provided the first experimental evidence of ferro-
magnetic domains. Within three decades elegant experiments had been performed on individual domain walls and a firm
qualitative understanding had emerged [3]. Quantitative treatments of the effect have relied on statistical analysis [4], due
to the collective nature of domain wall pinning by many sites. However, a vortex core effectively localizes the domain wall
to the scale of an individual pining site, thereby converting the Barkhausen effect into a quantitative 2D nanoscale probe of
local energetics in thin magnetic films [5]. In addition to characterization of the intrinsic disorder in a polycrystalline film,
point-like tailoring of the energy landscape through low dose focussed ion beam implantation is demonstrated, and can be
exploited to tune the properties of integrated magneto-mechanical devices.
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